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Objectives: define ST-elevation myocardial infarction, review the pathology, diagnosis, treatment, and management.

Introduction: Myocardial Infarction (MI) can present as an ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) or non-ST segment myocardial infarction (NSTEMI). Providers should be highly suspicious of ACS in patients presenting with chest discomfort and dyspnea as over 200,000 cases of STEMI are reported annually. This article will focus on the treatment of patients with STEMI in the ED. Please see our article on NSTEMI for more discussion on those patients.

Prompt recognition- beneficial effects of therapy are greatest when performed soon after presentation.

Goals of immediate care in ED of STEMI patients:
- relief of pain
- assess hemodynamic status
- initiate reperfusion therapy (PCI vs fibrinolytics)
- give antithrombotic therapy

Management: Initial pharmacologic management in the emergency department can vary by institution so we recommend consulting with your interventional cardiologist to get on board with their initial treatment regimen. However, it is good to become familiar with all the different possible treatments.

Oxygen: No longer recommended if O2 saturation is >90% as some studies showed harm with larger infarcts and dysrhythmias.

Beta-Blockers: not typically given in ED but need to be started within 24 hours.

Morphine: Can be used for pain. Its controversial if morphine increases mortality in STEMI patients. The CRUSADE trial showed higher mortality in those receiving it. We know its definitely harmful in those with CHF exacerbation presentations. We prefer fentanyl at our shop.

Anti-platelets: Aspirin alone has the greatest benefit. It takes effect <60 min. Give non-enteric coated 325 mg prior to PCI.
P2Y12 inhibitors (clopidogrel, prasugrel, or ticagrelor): These bind ADP receptors and are recommended prior to PCI based on 2013 ACCF/AHA guidelines. All 3 of them are class 1 level B recommendations. However, drug selection is highly institution specific so get on board with your PCI team and what they prefer.

Nitrates: Studies have not found that giving them reduces infarct wall size. They are given either sublingually (0.4 mg SL) or IV drip depending on severity of symptoms and elevation of BP. Rarely do STEMI patients have hypertensive emergency, so we rarely if ever advise starting nitroglycerin drips. Their main goal is to reduce afterload and dilate the coronary tree. Be cautious in those with inferior wall & right sided MI, as up to 20% of these patients can have RV infarction and may become hypotensive after nitroglycerin administration. You should also not give nitrates in those with hypotension, or history of severe aortic stenosis.

Statin: High dose atorvastatin or rosuvastatin.

Anticoagulation: enoxaparin, heparin, or bivalirudin: (cardiologist dependent)

Heparin: 70-100 u/kg IV bolus without GP IIb/IIIa or 50-70 u/kg IV bolus w/ GP IIb/IIIa.
Enoxaparin: 30 mg IV bolus followed by 1mg/kg SQ 15 min later q 12hr if <75. No IV bolus & 0.75 mg/kg SQ if >75.
Bivalirudin: a direct thrombin inhibitor that has shown superiority over heparin along with reduced bleeding complications, but higher rates of ischemic events, including acute stent thrombosis in ST segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) patients. Prior to PCI, give 0.75 mg/kg IV bolus, infusion at 1.75 mg/kg/hr.

Most commonly, a patient presenting with a STEMI will get full dose ASA, heparin bolus, nitroglycerin, and morphine/fentanyl if still in pain. The use of other antiplatelets or anticoagulation is left at the will of the interventionalist.

*Never give glucocorticoids or NSAIDS as they impair the healing and increase the risk of ventricular rupture.

The mainstay of treatment for STEMs are reperfusion therapies such as a percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) or thrombolitics. PCI has been shown by solid studies to have enhanced survival and a lower rate of intracranial hemorrhage compared to fibrinolitics. There is also a lower rate of recurrent MI.

Decision for PCI: any patient should undergo immediate PCI if available on site. Ideal door-to-balloon time is <90 minutes. For any patient presenting at an ED with no available on-site PCI, the situation changes, and you must know this for the test and clinical practice.

- Rapid transfer to PCI if able to do so in <90 minutes. No fibrinolitics are indicated.
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- If presenting within <2 hours of onset of symptoms and unable to transfer in <90 minutes to a PCI center, give full-dose fibrinolytic therapy and transfer to a PCI-capable center.
- If presenting >2 hours, transfer for primary PCI if able to do so in <120 minutes. If not, fibrinolytics may be appropriate up to 12 hours. PCI can then be performed within 24 hours but no sooner than 3 hrs.

If fibrinolysis fails, rescue PCI is more effective than repeat fibrinolysis. Remember that thrombolytics can cause a strange rhythm called “fibrinolytic reperfusion dysrhythmia”: AIVR. Looks like ventricular escape but rate is >50. No treatment needed. In fact, antidysrhythmic therapy can cause hemodynamic collapse.

**Special Circumstances:** In out of hospital cardiac arrest, patients with sustained return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) and STEMI or new LBBB on ECG have been found to have a higher rate of CAD, 70% to 90%, with acute coronary lesions in up to 80% cases. Thus, current guidelines recommend early catheterization/reperfusion as they have a 2-fold to 3-fold higher functionally favorable survival rate over patients who did not have immediate PCI.

**Cardiogenic shock**
Rarely, in 5-10% of cases, patients can present in shock. MI is most common etiology of cardiogenic shock and is the leading cause of death, with hospital mortality approaching 50%.
Expect these patients to have a low cardiac index, elevated filling pressures of the left, right, or both ventricles, and a decreased mixed venous oxygen saturation. Most patients will be hypotensive, due to a low cardiac index and poor stroke volume. The LV is the most commonly affected area to cause severe dysfunction (80% of all cardiogenic shock causes). Other causes include acute mitral regurgitation, interventricular septal rupture, and cardiac tamponade.

Most patients who develop shock do so after hospital admission, and not in the ED. However, if patients delay hospital presentation, they may arrive hours-days after their initial MI and be in frank shock. In one study, 50% of patients diagnosed with cardiogenic shock did so within 24 hours after infarct.

On presentation these patients can present with evidence of systemic hypoperfusion, including hypotension, tachycardia, oliguria, altered mental status, and clammy/pale skin.
Volume overload is not an expected finding as the onset is rapid. Rather, look for dyspnea, hypoxia, rales/wheezing. However, pulmonary congestion is an uncommon finding, only seen in <30% of patients.

In the ED, diagnosis is suspected by clinical presentation and history. Nothing should delay resuscitation. Bedside POCUS may show globally decreased left and/or right systolic dysfunction.

**Management**
Coronary angiography should be performed in all patients when acute MI is suspected, with PIC of any culprit lesions.

In patients who are at facilities without PCI, immediate transfer should be performed without delay. If any long delays in transport are present and the risks of fibrinolysis are low and the duration of MI symptoms is less than 3 hours, fibrinolytic therapy prior to transfer may be performed.

Hemodynamic support is complex. Assess the patient’s volume status which may be challenging. Go slow with IV fluids and only do doses of 250-500 mL, as many patients may not tolerate volume expansion.

Your first vasopressor choice should be norepinephrine, as it has a lower rate of arrhythmias and a trend toward lower mortality. You should minimize the number and doses of inotropic and vasopressor agents.
Initial dose of norepinephrine (0.05 mcg/kg/minute) with a maintenance dose range of 0.4 mcg/kg/minute.

Despite the historical use of dopamine, it appears some evidence suggests that norepinephrine has better outcomes (e.g. less arrhythmias).

Dobutamine, a pure inotrope, may be used in patients who have a tolerable blood pressure but low cardiac index.
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